
PROSPECTING WITH ZERO CONTACTS

 



What We Just Discussed

➔ 6 Principles to Persuade Someone of Anything

➔ 4 U’s 100% Necessary to Every Copy You Write

➔ Copy-and-Paste Headlines to Steal!

➔ 5-Minute Habit That Turns You Into A “Copy Wizard”

 



What You’ll Discover Today

➔ Prospecting = Secret Ingredient to grow

➔ What gets you through the uncomfortable pieces of prospecting

 



#REALTALK

For most folks, they have the inner belief 
prospecting/sales sucks

I used to think this way
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#REALTALK

However, prospecting is necessary to your business

You can’t afford to wait for “Lady Luck”

Sales runs a business...not the accountants, lawyers...
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“Someone is sitting in the shade 

today because someone planted

a tree a long time ago.”

- Warren Buffett



What’s not working anymore
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What’s not working anymore
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- Networking takes A LONG time to see results [my last networking rendezvous got 1 great 
lead. Deal closed 10 months after initial meeting… 

- Referrals can be awesome. I love referrals too. Problem? You only want to get referrals from 
your BEST clients. Bad clients refer more bad clients. Referrals are unpredictable. Waiting for 
them will put you out of business. 

- Cold-calling can be frustrating, intrusive, there’s the “No Call List”, and most people 
DON’T like it. 



The Lost Friend
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Compounding

Cause and effect…

Recent client after 9 months
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Your First Client

Nothing like it

It keeps you going
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NEW CLIENTS

The peaks and valleys

Thrill of the chase
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FACE THE MUSIC

I used to hate sales

Now, I love chasing new prospects
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FACE THE MUSIC

The time to run from your fear is over

Day-by-day we will form habits that build our new writing 
career...not detract from it
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WRAP IT UP!

REMEMBER:

- Sales = business
- Compound over time

- Face the music



 

COMING UP NEXT!

Video #1 on Prospecting with ZERO contacts

3 PLACES TO FIND YOUR IDEAL CLIENT



 


